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Literacy Learning 

 

 

To continue with our theme of traditional tales read the story of 

Little Red Riding Hood with your child from the link below. If you 

have your own story book then please read it instead of or as well as. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=little+red+youtube&docid=60

8000255827247675&mid=07693885A3E6C77812F607693885A3E6

C77812F6&view=detail&FORM=VIRE  

Ask your child: 

● Who the story is about? 

● Where was Little Red Riding Hood going? 

● What did she take with her to granny’s house? 

● Who did she meet in the woods? 

 

Phonics 

 

Below is a link to a fun syllable song that we sometimes use in school.  

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=syllables+song&&view=det

ail&mid=71412BAACD5F60FB140471412BAACD5F60FB1404&&FO

RM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dsyllables%2Bsong

%26qs%3DMM%26form%3DQBVR%26sp%3D1%26pq%3Dsllables%

2Bsong%26sc%3D8-13%26cvid%3D50C9CC47F2F54E2EA11A3B39

90FC8CF5 

 

After watching this with your child you can play a similar game of 

counting syllables with everyday objects. Show children an object, 

E.g an apple and clap how many syllables in the word (a pple) 2 

syllables. Try with other objects beginning with 2 syllables (tab-let, 

choc-late, hel-met, flow-er etc) then 3 syllables (oc-to-pus, 

croc-o-dile, ba-na-na etc). 

 

They love to count syllables in names too.  

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=little+red+youtube&docid=608000255827247675&mid=07693885A3E6C77812F607693885A3E6C77812F6&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=little+red+youtube&docid=608000255827247675&mid=07693885A3E6C77812F607693885A3E6C77812F6&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=little+red+youtube&docid=608000255827247675&mid=07693885A3E6C77812F607693885A3E6C77812F6&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=syllables+song&&view=detail&mid=71412BAACD5F60FB140471412BAACD5F60FB1404&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dsyllables%2Bsong%26qs%3DMM%26form%3DQBVR%26sp%3D1%26pq%3Dsllables%2Bsong%26sc%3D8-13%26cvid%3D50C9CC47F2F54E2EA11A3B3990FC8CF5
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=syllables+song&&view=detail&mid=71412BAACD5F60FB140471412BAACD5F60FB1404&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dsyllables%2Bsong%26qs%3DMM%26form%3DQBVR%26sp%3D1%26pq%3Dsllables%2Bsong%26sc%3D8-13%26cvid%3D50C9CC47F2F54E2EA11A3B3990FC8CF5
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=syllables+song&&view=detail&mid=71412BAACD5F60FB140471412BAACD5F60FB1404&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dsyllables%2Bsong%26qs%3DMM%26form%3DQBVR%26sp%3D1%26pq%3Dsllables%2Bsong%26sc%3D8-13%26cvid%3D50C9CC47F2F54E2EA11A3B3990FC8CF5
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=syllables+song&&view=detail&mid=71412BAACD5F60FB140471412BAACD5F60FB1404&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dsyllables%2Bsong%26qs%3DMM%26form%3DQBVR%26sp%3D1%26pq%3Dsllables%2Bsong%26sc%3D8-13%26cvid%3D50C9CC47F2F54E2EA11A3B3990FC8CF5
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=syllables+song&&view=detail&mid=71412BAACD5F60FB140471412BAACD5F60FB1404&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dsyllables%2Bsong%26qs%3DMM%26form%3DQBVR%26sp%3D1%26pq%3Dsllables%2Bsong%26sc%3D8-13%26cvid%3D50C9CC47F2F54E2EA11A3B3990FC8CF5
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=syllables+song&&view=detail&mid=71412BAACD5F60FB140471412BAACD5F60FB1404&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dsyllables%2Bsong%26qs%3DMM%26form%3DQBVR%26sp%3D1%26pq%3Dsllables%2Bsong%26sc%3D8-13%26cvid%3D50C9CC47F2F54E2EA11A3B3990FC8CF5


Challenge - who in your family has the most syllables in 

their name?  

 

 

Maths Learning 

Maths: All about the Number 

Five 

Carefully, draw around your hand on a piece of paper. Point to each 

finger you have drawn to count them. Can you count your fingers? 

How many fingers do you have on each hand? 

Have a look at a reading book. Can you find the page numbers? Can 

you find page 5? Can you see the number 5 on this page too? Can you 

trace over the numbers at the bottom of the page? You could try 

writing the number 5 on your own too. 

Polly Parrot likes eating fruit and vegetables, and tries hard to eat 5 

pieces each day. Yesterday, Polly ate an apple, an orange, a banana, a 

carrot and a tomato. How many things did Polly eat? Did she manage 

to eat 5? Try drawing a picture to help you. 

Carefully, count 5 building bricks from a larger set. Use the 5 bricks 

to build a tower. Can you use the 5 bricks to build a different model? 

Today is Teddy’s birthday! He is 5 years old. Can you create a 

birthday cake for teddy with 5 candles? Maybe, you could ask a 

grown-up to help you to bake a cake or you could draw or paint a 

picture of teddy’s birthday cake. You could also use some playdough 

or paper shapes. Make sure you count 5 candles carefully onto your 

cake creation! 
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